Moving towards new meaning: meaning differentiation in rival forms and the
Russian verb dvigat’(sja) ‘move’
Rival forms, the situation whereby a “language has two or more forms that express
similar meanings in similar environments” (Baayen et al. 2013:254), has received
considerable interest in linguistics (e.g. Divjak & Gries 2006, Nesset et al. 2011,
Sokolova et al. 2012, Makarova 2014). Already Saussure (1916/1983:167) noticed
that rival forms tend to develop distinct meanings, an observation that has been
repeated by a number of linguists in our time (Clark 1987:2, Carstairs-McCarthy
1994, Goldberg 1995:67). However, the question of how such meaning
differentiation takes place has not received due consideration. What are the
mechanisms and factors involved? How do they interact? The present paper
addresses these questions on the basis of a case study of the Russian verb
dvigat’(sja) ‘move’. We suggest that the emergence of syntactic constructions is the
driving force in meaning differentiation, and that morphological and syntactic
factors interact.
Dvigat’(sja) undergoes the diachronic change “suffix shift”, which creates rival
forms with the suffixes –a and –aj. While suffix shift has been studied intensively
(Nesset & Kuznetsova 2011 and references therein), meaning differentiation has
received little attention. The present paper aims at filling this empirical gap.
Although suffix shift applies to more than 30 verbs, we focus on dvigat’(sja), which is
the only relevant verb with enough attestations in the Russian National Corpus
(RNC, www.ruscorpora.ru) to permit statistical analysis.
We observe that one suffix becomes associated with certain syntactic
constructions. For instance, –aj dominates in transitive constructions, which makes
it possible for speakers to reanalyze –aj as a marker of transitivity. However, this is
not an “all or nothing affair”, but rather a gradient tendency that can be modeled
statistically. Furthermore, the emerging meaning of the suffix is restricted to very
specific syntactic patterns; –aj is not developing into a general transitivity marker in
Russian, since it is not associated with transitivity in other verbs, and since –aj also
occurs in certain non-transitive constructions, such as dvigaj otsjuda! ‘get out of
here!’. In addition, morphological constraints apply, insofar as –aj is most widely
attested in the imperative and the gerund.
Meaning differentiation involves gradient tendencies and highly specific
constructional patterns where both syntactic and morphological information
interact. Since all relevant properties can be straightforwardly represented in
Construction Grammar, our study not only fills an empirical gap in Russian
grammar, but also lends support to the idea of Goldbergian constructions as the
fundamental unit for linguistic analysis.
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